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This invention relates to bottles and like con- aforesaid and the projections extend only partly 
tainers having an external rib provided around across the width of the groove. _ 
the bottle near or at the top (e. g. contiguous with An embodiment of this invention applied to a, 
the top of the bottle) and projections associated milk bottle is shown by way of example‘in the 

5 with the rib such that a deformable cap‘ (e. g.‘ of accompanying drawing'in which:— _ 5 
aluminium foil) placed over the mouth of the Figure 1 is an elevation partly in section on an 
bottle and pressed over the rib to form a tight enlarged scale of the neck of the bottle and shows 
closure may be loosened for ready .removal by ro-' also the form of cap applied to the bottle; 
tation of the cap relatively to the bottle. - Figure 2 is a detail View of one of the projec 

10 The invention is concerned with that known tions, and 10 » 
type of bottle in which the rib comprises a down- Figure 3 is a detail sectional view taken through 
wardly-directed shoulder extending continuously one of the projections and showing the cap pressed 
around the mouth of the bottle and forming at into the sealing position. 
the lower part of the periphery of the rib a well- v Referring to the drawing the bottle is pro 

15 de?ned sealing-edge over which the cap is pressed vided with a mouth whose lip is rounded into 15 
‘ to form a tight seal. In one convenient construc- an external rib ID. This rib which is contiguous. 
tion of this type of bottle the rib is formed by with the top surface ll of the bottle is formed 
an annular groove in the exterior surface of the by an annular groove l2 in the exterior surface 
bottle, the upper side of the groove constituting of the bottle, the upper side of this groove form 

20 the aforesaid shoulder. It has been proposed to ping one side of the rib which constitutes. a down- 20 
provide one or more grooves having unconnected wardly directed shoulder with a well-de?ned seal 
ends, for instance, of helical form, for the pur- ing-edge l4. . 
pose of ‘swaging outwardly a cap on the bottle The shoulder I 3 is formed with a plurality of 
by rotation of the latter with respect to the bottle projections l5 of triangular shape with .a down 

25 so as to permit easy removal of the cap, but in wardly-directed apex, which projections extend 25 
this case the sealing edge formed by the groove for the greater part of the width of the groove 

' or grooves is consequently discontinuous. _ l2 and parallel with the axis of the neck of 
The type of bottle or other container referred the bottle. I 

to is particularly advantageous for obtaining a The well-de?ned sealing-edge I4 is continued 
30 tight and efficient seal by means of a deformable at l6 around the periphery of each projection, 30 

cap and an object of the invention is to provide the projection standing up on the surface of the 
an improved construction of this type in which groove with only that amount of curvature which 
the cap may be loosened for removal by rotation is essential in the moulding of glass or like ma 
with respect to the bottle or other container. terial, ‘ ' ' 

35 According to the present invention thereispro- In the embodiment shown in the drawing, 35 
vided a bottle or like container of-the type here- four projections are provided spaced around the 
inbefore referred to,‘ wherein the shoulder form- home but any other number of such prpjections 
ing the continuous and well-de?ned sealing-edge may be employed ‘as required, 
is provided with a plurality ofspeced downward Referring again to Figure 1,. the cap is is ‘ap 

40 projeotions. around which the sealing-edgeis con- plied to the bottle to overlie the rib In and also 40 
tinuous. In use,-a deformable cap is pressed over the groove l2, The cap which may be of alu 

. the rib and its skirt portion engages the continu- minium foil is pressed in known manner in close 
ous sealing-edge to provide a tight closure at all contact with the bottle to make a tight seal with 
points around the mouth of the bottle. By means the continuous sealing-edge l4, It‘. When it is 

'45 of the projections the cap is held against acciden- desired to remove the cap it is turned relatively 45 
tel rotation on the bottle which might loosen to the bottle so that by reason of the projections 
the seal, but by positive relative rotation of the Hi, the cap is swaged outwardly and is made free 
cap and the bottle the Skirt P01151011 0f the can to be lii'ted from the neck of the bottle without v 

50 may be loosened to permit the removal of the tearing. The cap may thus be replaced as a tem- 50 ' 
cap without tearing. porary cover for the bottle. 
The projections are preferably of triangular .The provision of the groove I2 is also of an 

shape witha downwardly directed apex. advantage in that it produces a form of rein 
_ In a preferred construction the sealing edge forcement of the edge of the cap which, in addi 

M is formed by an annular groove in the‘ bottle as tion to being turned inwardly over the sealing- 55 



15 

20 

25 

2 
edge I4, is turned ‘outwardly again as indicate 
at is in Figure 3. ' 

It is to be understood that in addition to milk 
bottles the invention may be applied to other bot 
tles or like containers for which a deformable cap 
such as one of aluminium foil is to be provided. 

I claim:— , 

1. In-combination a bottle or like container 
comprising an external rib around the container 
in the neighborhood of the mouth thereof and 
formed with a downwardly directed shoulder, said 
rib being provided with a plurality of swaging 
projections extending downwardly therefrom and 
having edges forming parts of said shoulder, and 
a deformable cap completely covering said swag 
ing projections and having its ‘skirt portion 
swaged under said downwardly directed shoulder 
at-all points around the complete periphery of 
the mouth of the bottle. 

2. The combination as claimed in claim 1 in 
which the projections are substantially triangu 
lar with an apex of each projection directed 
downwardly. _ 

3. In combination a bottle or like container 
comprising an-annular groove around the ex 
terior of the container in the neighborhood of 
the mouth thereof, said groove having along its 

2,069,075 
upper edge a downwardly directed shoulder, a. 
plurality of swaging projections extending into 
said groove and spaced around the container, 
said projections having edges forming parts of 
said shoulder, and a deformable cap covering said 
projections and having its skirt portion swaged 

5 

under said downwardly directed shoulder at all _ 
points around the complete periphery of the‘ 
mouth of the bottle. 

4. The combination as claimed in claim 3 in 
which the downward projections extend from the 
shoulder only partly across the width'of the 
groove. ' 

5. In combinations bottle or like container‘ 
comprising a mouth '_having a lip bounded by-_ 
a grooye, thus forming a downwardly directed 
shoulder, a plurality of swaging projections ex 

10 

tending from said shoulder and spaced'arou'nd 
the container, said} projections having edges“ 
forming parts of said shoulder, and a deformable 
cap completely covering said swaging projections 
and having its skirt portion swaged under said 
downwardly directed ‘shoulder at- all points 

" around the complete periphery of the mouth of 
the bottle. , 

- FRANK MAY LUNN. 


